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NOTES

Anton 9/7/15 PYA

Dribbling 

75 mins

Print Form

1. Players dribble around the first cone and back                   
2. Players do a figure 8 in between the cones
3. Players dribble to the first cone
4. Introduce races to make it competitive
Coaching points:
 - Small touches to keep the ball close over the short distance
 - Head up as we dribble
 - Use different surfaces of the feet  
 - Encourage kids to use different moves and turns        
Victor and Billy
 

1. Players dribble across the square trying to avoid traffic from the other side.
2. Make kids use certain parts of the feet.
3. Can they do it backwards?
4. Introduce turns when players get to end line
Coaching points:
 - Crucial players keep their head up to avoid accidents
 - Tiny touches when near traffic
 
A game I like to involve in this is holding up a certain number of fingers and tell kids to 
respond. This makes them get their head up.
Rives and Danny

1.Players dribble through the gates to earn themselves a point.
2. How many points can we score in 45 secs?
3. Can we introduce foot skills and moves before going through a gate ie 4 toe taps before 
going through
4.Can we do it with one foot only or with a certain surface of the foot?
Coaching points:
 - Head up to find free gates
 - Can we accelerate when we find space

Mike and Adam
 

1.Players dribble from cone to cone
2. Can we do it one foot only?
3. Can we do it backwards?
4. Introduce races and point scoring
Coaching points:
 - Slow down as we approach the cones
 - Accelerate once we get away from cone
- Keep head up

Ken


